
The mutability of language / its primacy in official circles 
 
“But, chiming recognizably with the original messages and 
related products, the census as a weapon of war…” 
 
fair copy or foul 
nowhere can you help me to the water 
chiming with a change of names 
the numbers of the days 
reflected on the phone and 
a half hour ago 
 
I have a look so good 
to hear from anyone 
who wants a new setting 
 
I have written a walk a few minutes from my desire 
 
the dark wave toyed with the original message — 
 
the specificity of the timing was frightening  



Autopsy 
 
Attached ten-bay nine-storey flat-roofed grain store or warehouse, built 1905-6, on a rectangular plan; 
three-bay nine-storey side elevations. Now disused. Flat roof not visible behind parapet with 
concealed rainwater goods retaining cast-iron downpipes. Fine roughcast reinforced concrete walls on 
rendered chamfered plinth with rendered pilasters supporting "Cavetto"-detailed string courses 
including rendered pilasters (upper floors) supporting "Cavetto"-detailed cornice to parapet. 
Square-headed window openings with concealed dressings framing steel fittings having square 
glazing bars. Interior retaining reinforced concrete floors on reinforced concrete beams on reinforced 
concrete chamfered piers. Set in unkempt grounds. 
 
I have only ever known the corpse, b. 1905, silent  
 
this standing set of fourteen 
 
green these great silos 
a network of batteries, almost 
a grid / of storage 
 
feeding 
a city under siege 
 
 
/ the euphemism of deindustrialisation 
covered once with an injured  
child / a host to darker thoughts 
camouflaged  

carcass 
a concrete core slow 

in its subsiding 
 
The injury covered now with the sticking plaster of  
“capital funding”  / “knowledge based enterprise” 
 
this paralanguage / the pitch to potential investors 
 
your  

modifying  
gesture 

 
a host of photos burble with the soft sound of pouring grain 
exposed to oxygen / dis [tortion] / 
discoloured ghosts  
glide over the film 
 
set in unkempt grounds.  



The thing 
 
The thing is 

the only thing is 
the only thing I have is 
the only thing is 

the words 
the only thing is 

I have the words 
 
I have the only thing 
I only have the thing 
the words is the only thing 
the words 
the only thing I have 
the only thing I have is 

the words 
the only words I have 
that’s the thing 
  


